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What’s so special about a greenhouse from Maine Garden Products?
MADE IN MAINE! All our greenhouses are made from locally sourced Eastern White Cedar, making them naturally rot and
insect resistant without any harmful chemicals. Stain or leave natural to weather to a soft gray.
Lots of sizes and options so the possibilities are nearly endless. Each greenhouse is customized to your individual needs.

We use a high quality triple wall polycarbonate glazing for our greenhouses. It is more heavy duty than the standard double wall and provides more insulating value. The polycarbonate panels have a limited 10 year warranty and we have had
very good success with this product. Tempered glass or single wall polycarbonate glazing is available for sidewalls and
end walls.
You will work with real people who are familiar with the in’s and outs of greenhouse growing. All our greenhouses are
manufactured on-site in Howland, Maine.

ABOUT US
Maine Garden Products, a division of Bartlett Bench and Wire, is a small manufacturing company located in
Howland, Maine. We started designing our first greenhouse in 2007 and sold our first Greenhouse in 2009. Owner
Pike Bartlett however, is no stranger to greenhouse growing and building. Growing up, his family owned and operated greenhouses in Massachusetts. Over the years, the business has continued to grow and expand, improving
our design to meet customers needs and expectations.
We would love to talk with you to discuss the many options available. Our main goal is to provide personalized
service to each of our customers.
Questions? We love questions! Please don’t hesitate to call or email—We are here to help you!

Mainestay Greenhouse
Introducing a brand new line of greenhouses from Maine Garden Products. Mainestay
greenhouses are constructed from Eastern White Cedar for a long life without the need
of treating or staining. The vents are fully automated with Danish made thermomechanical openers. Triple wall high quality polycarbonate glazing insulates and traps
the heat inside to extend your growing season to the max. 30” wide door for easy access
with wheelbarrows and gardening tools. Available with or without hinging wire mesh
benches for one or both sidewalls. Sidewalls, endwalls, and door are available with optional clear single layer polycarbonate for no additional charge. Available in natural cedar
or with an assortment of stain options.
AVAILABLE SIZES:
8’ x 8’
8’ x 10’
8’ x 12’
10’ x 10’
10’ x 12’



2 Automatic vent openers included (standard)



Partially assembled in sections for easier on-site assembly



60” high sidewalls



All triple wall Polycarbonate



All SS exterior fasteners



1”x4” base plate for solid anchoring



2 - 24”x4’ roof vents. ( 6’ long on 12’ house)

We designed the Mainestay
Greenhouse specifically with ease
of assembly in mind. The simpler
design makes it an ideal project
for a do-it-yourselfer and it is able
to ship anywhere in the US.

Freedom Greenhouse
We now offer two styles in our Freedom
Greenhouse line. The original “Small” style is
available in 8’ x 8’ or 8’ x 12’ sizes and utilizes
our “raise the roof” ventilation. Temperature
regulation through natural ventilation is
achieved by literally “raising the roof” off the
gable ends on one side of the greenhouse.
Ventilation occurs through Natural Convection, which is the rising of warmer air above
cooler air. This allows the warmer air to escape
through the roof peak and cooler air to be
drawn in through the lower section of the roof
opening. Natural Convection ventilation is extremely effective and requires no external
power
Our lineup of large Freedom greenhouses uses ridge and sidewall venting to provide great
natural ventilation in your greenhouse. The thermostatically controlled system allows owners to control each vent independently, opening or closing only one vent if desired. The roof
peak vents have an adjustable control to allow it to only open partially when only a small
amount of venting is needed. Sizes from 8’x 16’ to 19’x 54’. 24’ wide coming soon!

The roof opening gear motor and irrigation systems are powered by a 12 volt
battery that is charged by the included solar panel.
The 12 volt charging system includes a battery, a 5 or 15 watt solar panel, and a
controller for battery regulation and optimizing charge rates.
The charging system is guaranteed to never over charge the battery. Full time desulphation pulses safely extend the life and performance of the battery.

CALL TODAY TO SPEAK WITH ONE OF OUR DESIGN EXPERTS!
(207) 613-2973 or email us at info@mainegarden.com

… A revolution in backyard and small farm greenhouses

Both Styles Feature:
 100% Solar Powered
 Eastern White Cedar
 Triple Wall Polycarbonate
 Thermostatically Controlled
 Adjustable Controls
 Many Sizes
 Customizable to your needs
 Optional Benches & Irrigation

We absolutely love it.
Tomatoes and greens are
still growing and viable and
it's almost November.
Looking forward to a fresh
Thanksgiving salad...maybe
even at Christmas. Thanks
for a quality product!
MN & ALH,
South Berwick, Maine

You can quote me if you like … “it’s
PERFECT!” … CH, Maine

Lean-To Freedom Greenhouse
Freedom Greenhouse Lean-To structures can be made to attach to a variety of existing structures.
Made from Eastern White Cedar for durability, these can be stained to complement the structure
they are attached to or left to weather naturally.




Custom made
Sizes from 4’ x 8’ to 12’ x unlimited
lengths



Attaches to existing structures



Natural convective ventilation



Solar /battery powered



Multiple configurations and door options



Stained to match or complement your
existing structure

Freedom Greenshed
All of the same great features of our Freedom Greenhouse but great for those that need a little storage
space as well. Solid Cedar back wall.

AVAILABLE SIZES:
8’ x 8’
8’ x 12’

How To Order
GREENHOUSE OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES
L.E.D. Lights—12V, only consumes 5W, 50W incandescent equivalent
Rain Gutter—Constructed from PVC, this can have a center or end drop
for a collection barrel

Additional Door—Add a door for a second entrance
Drip Tube System -transfer water through a pump in the reservoir up to
your plants through small tubes

Stain—choose from a variety of solid or semi transparent stains
High Wind Package—Additional fasteners make our greenhouses more
stable and wind resistant

Full Height Glazing—choose one full wall of glazing for your freedom
Tempered glass or single wall polycarbonate glazing is available for sidewalls
and gable end walls.

BENCH OPTIONS

1. Browse through our catalog
2. Choose a style and size that
meets your needs.
3. Choose options and accessories
to customize your greenhouse
4. Call to Order!
Not quite sure what you need? Not
a problem! Call and talk to one of
our greenhouse design experts and
we will help you design the greenhouse you have always wanted!
CALL OR EMAIL TODAY
(207) 613-2973
info@mainegarden.com

Come by the shop for a tour of
our display greenhouses.

AUTOMATIC FLOOD BENCH
Fill to a pre-set water depth through the use of
a 12 volt pump and timer. Once filled, the
bench then drains the water back into the same
reservoir to be reused

We offer delivery and set up in the
greater Northeastern area for an
additional charge.

CEDAR SLAT BENCH

Please call for a shipping or delivery
quote.

1 x 4 Cedar slats in a solid wood frame. Provides
a nice solid surface for potting plants. These can
be removed for later season growing

WIRE MESH BENCH
Galvanized wire mesh in a cedar frame. Great
for seed starting and easily removable

Shipping charges not included.

ME residents add 5.5% sales tax

“The greenhouse works
really well, the roof
opens and closes as it is
supposed to. It looks
great! It makes me
happy looking at it.”

f

Follow us on
Facebook
Maine Garden Products
67 Lagrange Rd. PO Box 274
Howland, ME 04448
(207) 613-2973
FAX: (207) 236-2006

